
 

1 1 A brief overview of the legal history pertaining to co-habitation in the 
Roman Law. 
The institution of marriage and the importance thereof have been recognised 

throughout the centuries. As a part of our law originates from the Roman-Dutch 

law a brief overview of marriage and cohabitation during the early Roman legal 

history follows in the paragraphs below. Through all periods of the Roman legal 

history, the roman marriage was recognised and regulated by customs and mores. 

The roman marriage was not a legal union but had some legal consequences, such 

as children born from the relationship, matrimonium, was legitimate children. The 

main objective of such a matrimonium was to bear children.1 Since Roman law did 

not prescribe legal formalities with regards to a ceremony for a marriage, it was 

difficult to distinguish between a marriage and a co-habitation partnership. There 

was no special act required for concluding a legal marriage, consensus, meeting 

of wills was the only requirement for a valid marriage. The parties had to have the 

intent, affection maritalis, to enter into a union, to live together as husband and wife 

for as long as they will live, to the exclusion (monogamous) of others. It was 

therefore desirable for parties to announce their intention to be married.2 

The Roman concubinatus (co-habitation or domestic partnership) can be traced to 

as early as 753BC and the development thereof continued throughout the Roman 

Law history. During early Roman law (753BC-250BC) the concubinatus was not a 

regular occurrence as it was in contradiction with their morals and religion. Such a 

co-habitation relationship had no legal consequences. During the pre-classical law 

(250BC-27BC) the Roman society experience drastic changes. The Roman 

marriage was modified and lost some of its importance as an institution.3 The 

Roman concubinatus occurred during the late Republic and became more 

common. This form of relationship was recognised as a factual relationship but did 

not enjoy any legal recognition during this period as aforementioned.  

During the Classical Law period (27BC-AD284) the co-habitation relationship was 

a socially acceptable form of a relationship and was deemed not to be a marriage 

 
1 Jacobs “The Ghost of the Roman Concubinatus” 2004 Fundamina 62-63. 
2 Jacobs 2004 Fundamina 63-65. 
3 Jacobs 2004 Fundamina 63. 



but a sustainable, long-lasting sexual relationship between a man and a woman.4 

During this period of the Roman Law it appears that Augustus tolerated 

concubinatus, however, he was not in favour of it and promoted marriage and 

procreation of children. His successors however recognised and promoted 

concubinatus. This form of relationship became a normal alternative to marriage.5 

Even though concubinatus was recognised during this period in Roman law it still 

did not enjoy formal legal recognition and no legal consequences were attached to 

it. Children born of concubinatus were illegitimate, they were legally fatherless and 

could only inherit intestate from their mother’s side. The parties to the relationship 

did not automatically qualify as an heir of their life partner’s estate unless they 

mutually nominated each other as heirs of their respective estates by way of a will.6  

During the Post-Classical law period (AD284-AD565) the attitude towards 

concubinage changed due to the change leadership, the Church and Christian 

Emperors only recognised some forms of concubinage. Marriage impediments 

based on religion or status resulted therein that concubinage continued throughout 

this time period as aforementioned. 7 

The Christian Emperor Constantine promoted marriage and attempted to prevent 

future concubinage relationships. During this time, he enacted the legitimation per 

subsequens matrimonium whereas children born of an existing concubinage would 

be deemed legitimate children by the subsequent marriage of the parents of that 

child. The children would consequently qualify as intestate heirs of their father’s 

estate in the event of his death. The qualifying requirements for such a subsequent 

marriage was that the women had to be a freeborn and the man may not have an 

existing wife or legitimate children. Even though Constantine and his successors 

attempted to prevent concubinage, it was a form of a relationship that continued to 

 
4 Jacobs 2004 Fundamina 66. 
5 Jacobs 2004 Fundamina 70-71 states: “Further marriage impediments which appeared in post-
Augustan legislation and the requirement of dowry for an iustum matrimonium were factors which 
contributed to concubinatus gaining further practical importance in cases where persons could not or 
did not wish to marry. Concubinage was widespread and socially recognised. So much so that restrictive 
legislation was not always strictly applied, resulting in concubinage manifesting itself in all levels of 
Roman society. Concubinage may have seemed a normal alternative to marriage, not only among the 
upper-class, where concubinage was an option to avoid liability for adulterium or stuprum or where 
obstacles to marriage existed, but also among the poor, where the incentives of marriage were not as 
keenly felt. (footnotes omitted).   
6 Jacobs 2004 Fundamina 71-72. 
7 Jacobs 2004 Fundamina 71. 



exist and therefore certain legal consequences were granted to this form of 

relationship.8 

Justinian also attempted to supress concubinage by equalising it to marriage, a 

lesser marriage with an inferior status. The parties to a concubinage had to meet 

certain requirements in order for the concubinage to enjoy a status similar to 

marriage. If these requirements were met certain legal consequences were 

attached to the concubinage.9  The concubinage therefore enjoyed legal 

recognition during the post classical law period. 

The overview of the legal Roman law history confirms that the existence of life 

partnerships as an alternative to marriage is an age-old occurrence. Although the 

attempts by the Roman Emperors may have been feeble in extending legal 

protection to unmarried life partners, in that only certain forms of cohabitation 

relationship enjoyed legal consequences. 
 

 
8 Jacobs 2004 Fundamina 73. 
9 Jacobs 2004 Fundamina 75 Jacobs explains that: “Justinian set the following requirements for 
concubinatus before it could be recognised as inaequale coniugium: (i) There should have been a 
lasting or permanent cohabitation relationship between a man and a woman who were entitled by law 
to conclude a valid marriage. (ii) The woman should have been freeborn. (iii) The prohibition which 
applied to marriages with regard to the prohibited degrees of relationship also applied to concubinage. 
(iv) The woman should have reached the required age for conclusion of a valid marriage (ie 12 years 
of age) before she could enter into concubinage. (v) No dowry should have been given. (vi) Like 
marriage, concubinage also had to be monogamous. (vii) Adultery was not permissible in marriage and 
was therefore also prohibited in concubinage. Infidelity of a concubine was thus regarded as adulterium. 
The inaequale coniugium held the following legal consequences and advantages for concubini and 
concubinae: (i) Legitimatio per subsequens matrimonium was still possible. By a series of enactments 
Justinian regulated Constantine’s unique method of legitimation a new, and redefined the conditions 
which had to be met. Children born of existing and future cohabitation relationships were illegitimate, 
but they (and not other illegitimate children) could still attain the position of legitimate children by 
legitimation through the subsequent marriage of their parents. The following conditions were required 
for legitimatio per subsequens matrimonium: The woman only had to be a free woman; the parties had 
to have the capacity to marry each other at the time the children were conceived; the children 
themselves had to consent to the marriage; and the marriage had to be authenticated by a document 
of dowry, an instrumentum dotis. Unlike Constantine, Justinian allowed legitimatio even if there were 
legitimate children. (ii) In the field of testate succession liberi naturales born in concubinage were, with 
the exception of a small portion, allowed to inherit the balance of their father’s estate, provided there 
were no other legitimate children who could inherit. (iii) In the field of intestate succession the concubina 
and her children had a right to inherit one-sixth of the estate of the concubinus. This was only possible 
if the concubinus did not have a legitimate wife or children. If the concubinus had a legitimate wife or 
children, the liberi naturales had no right of succession. They did, however, have a right of maintenance 
towards their father and his legitimate children. (iv) The concubinus was allowed to donate a certain 
portion of his property to the concubina and her children. (v) Dowry was not a requirement. (vi) Liberi 
naturales still did not fall under the potestas of their father.” 


